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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the nonautonomous system of differential equations 
u’(t)=u(t)[a(r)-h(r)u(t)-c(t)u(t)] 
o’(t) = Ht)Cdtt) - 41) u(t) -f(r) U(f)12 
(*I 
where the functions a(t),...,f(r) are assumed to be continuous and bounded 
above and below by positive constants on some half-infinite interval 
t, 6 t < CD. In the case when the system (*) is autonomous, i.e., when the 
functions a(r),...,f(t) are positive constants a,...,x it has long been con- 
sidered as a model of competition between two species. Here a and d 
represent the reproduction rates of species u and u, respectively; the terms 
-hu and -.fv represent the inhibiting effects that u and u have on the 
reproduction of u and v, respectively; the term -cu measures the inhibiting 
effect of v on the reproduction of U; and --eu the inhibiting effect of u on 
the reproduction of v (see [6, pp. 46-501). 
A phase plane analysis of the autonomous case (see, for example, 
[6, pp. 46-50; or 3, pp. 147-1513) shows that the conditions 
cd 
a>--, 
.f 
d>y 
are necessary and suffkient for the existence of a stable equilibrium point 
col(u,, 0”) of the system (*) such that both components are positive, and it 
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attracts all solutions with initial values in the open first quadrant of the 
u, u-plane. Moreover, 
af-cd bd-ea 
uo=bf-ce’ vo=bf-, 
Given a function g(t), which is bounded above and below by positive 
constants for to < t < co, we let g, denote inf,. 1,, g(t) and g, denote 
sup ,a ,. g(t). One of the main purposes of this paper is to show that if 
a(t),..., ,f( t) are as above and the conditions 
hold, then there exists a solution col(u,(t), v,(t)) such that the inequalities 
O<aLfr~MdM 
bM fL - CMeL 
ES, <u,(t)<r, s;“yLdL, 
L M CLeM 
0-c 
bL4 - aMeM ~~& - aLeL 
bLfrv-cLeM 
= rz < uo( t) 6 s2 = 
bM .fL - cMeL 
hold for to d I < a. We note that these bounds are optimal since, in the 
autonomous space, the upper bound for each component coincides with 
the lower bound for that component. Our second principal result is that if 
conditions (C*) hold and col(u,(t), o,(t)) and col(u,(t), uZ(f)) are any two 
solutions of (*) such that u,(t,)>O, u,(t,)>O for k= 1,2 and for some t,, 
t,3to,thenu,(r)-u,(t)-,Oandu,(t)-u,(t)~Oast~oo.Thusitfollows 
that if col(u(t), u(t)) is any solution of (*) with both components positive at 
some time and E is any arbitrary positive number, then 
s,-&Ez4(t)<r,+E, rz -E< U(t)< S2 +E 
for sufficiently large t. 
To the author’s knowledge the system (*) has not been previously 
studied under the assumption that the functions u(t),..., f(t) be only con- 
tinuous and bounded. 
Recently, Alvarez and Lazer [l] considered the system (*) under the 
assumption that the functions a(t),..., f (t) were positive and T-periodic 
(T> 0). They showed that if conditions (C*) hold and if col(u,(t), v,(t)) is 
a T-periodic solution of (*) with both components positive, then the 
characteristic multipliers associated with the equation of first variation, 
corresponding to the solution, are in the interval (0, 1). Using this fact and 
a global argument based on topological degree, it was shown in [l] that 
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conditions (C*) imply the existence of exactly one T-periodic solution with 
positive components, which attracts all solutions that begin in the open 
first quadrant. Alvarez and Lazer established upper and lower bounds for 
the components of the unique T-periodic solution col(u,(t), u,(t)) with 
positive components by considering the points where the components 
attain their absolute maxima and minima. 
Prior to the work in [ 11, Gopalsamy in [4] considered the system (*) in 
which the growth rates a(t) and d(t) were assumed to be continuous, 
positive, and T-periodic and b(t), c(t), e(t), and f(t) were assumed to be 
positive constants 6, c, e, and J As an application of a theorem of 
Krasnoselskii concerning strictly monotone and strictly convex operators 
in cones he showed that the conditions 
4, 
aL>-, f 
dL>y 
imply the existence of a T-periodic solution of (*), which remains in a cer- 
tain open rectangle in the first quadrant of the U, u-plane and attracts all 
solutions of (*) that start in this rectangle. Subsequently, in [S], 
Gopalsamy considered the problem of n-competing species in a periodic 
environment. The results of [S] show that if a(t),...,f(t) are continuous, 
positive, and T-periodic, then conditions (C*) imply the existence of a 
T-periodic solution of (*) with both components positive. However, he 
needed to assume that the additional conditions h, > eM and fr > cM held, 
in order to prove the uniqueness and asymptotic stability of such a 
solution. 
In this paper we use only simple arguments based on differential 
inequalities and standard theorems concerning continuity of solutions of 
differential equations with respect to initial conditions and parameters, 
which can be found, for example, in (Chap. 1 of [2]). 
Since few things in nature are truly periodic, we feel that it is natural to 
consider the nonautonomous, nonperiodic system (*). 
2. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 
We shall assume, henceforth, that the functions a(t),...,f(t) are 
continuous and bounded by positive constants both above and below. 
Throughout this paper we make the additional assumptions 
bLdL > aMeM, aLfL>cMdM. 
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We note that if u(t) and u(t) are positive solutions of the logistic 
equations u’=u(t)[a(t)-b(t)u(t)] and v’(t)=v(r)[d(t)-f(t)v(t)], 
respectively, then the pairs col(u(t), 0) and col(0, u(t)) are solutions of (*). 
Thus, it follows from the uniqueness theorem that the open first quadrant 
in the U, u-plane is invariant in the sense that if col(u(t), v(t)) is a solution 
of (*) with u(i)>0 and u(i)>0 for some ithen u(t)>0 and u(t)>0 for all 
t in the domain of col(u(t), u(t)). Similarly, the first closed quadrant in the 
U, u-plane is invariant. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that col(u,(t), u,(f)) und col(u,(t), uz(t)) aye tw’o 
solutions of(*) satisfiving u,(t,)3~~(t,)>O and ~~(t,)>u,(t,)~Ofor some 
numhert,. Thenu,(t)~u,(t)~Oandu,(t)~u,(t)~O,forallt,t~t,,aslong 
as both solutions are defined. 
Proofs of this lemma and Lemma 2.2, below, are also given in [ 11. We 
include them here for completeness. 
Proc$ Assume that u,(t,)>~?(t,)>O and u2(tl)>ul(tl)>0, and that 
these inequalities do not hold for all t, t 3 t, Then there exists a number i 
i>t,, such that u,(t)>U,(t)>O and u,(t)>u,(t)>O from all t in [tl, i), 
and either (i) u,(t)=u,(i) or (ii) u,(i)= u2(i). We note that both (i) and 
(ii) cannot hold; otherwise, by uniqueness, the two solutions would be 
identical. Suppose that (i) holds. Then, by invariance of the first quadrant, 
L.Z(t)>C,(i)>O. Now, since u,(t)-tiZ(t)>O for t,,dt<i and 
u,(i)-u?(i)=O, we must have u’,(i)-u;(i)<O. But u’,(i)-&(i)= 
u,(i) c(i)[uZ(t) - u,(i)] > 0, a contradiction. In the same way, (ii) also leads 
to a contradiction. This shows that u,(f) > u2( t) > 0 and u2( t) > u1 (t) > 0 for 
t, d t < a. The weaker inequality in the lemma follows from continuity of 
solutions with respect to initial conditions. 
Let k,, k, be numbers satisfying the inequalities k, > a,/b,, k, > d,/f;, 
01. - cMk2 >O, and dL -eMk, > 0. Choose a number 6, 6 >O, such that 
uL - cMk2 - h,6 > 0, d, - e,k, -,f&? > 0, and 6 < k, , kz. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let col(u*(t), u*(t)) and col(u,(r), u,(t)) be solutions 
of (*) sati.sjj+ng the initial conditions col(u*(t,), u*(t,))=col(k,, 6) 
and col(u,(t,,), o,(t,,)) = col(6, k,). Then, k, > u*(t) > u,(t) > b and 
kz > u*(t) > u*(t) > 6 ,for all t, t > t,. 
Proqf: Since 
g U*(b) = u*(to)Ca(to) -h(h) U*(LJ - dt,) u*(GJl 
> S[a, - 6,s - cMkZ] > 0, 
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we have ~=u,(r,)<u,(r) and k,=v,(r,)>v,(r) for r-r0 small and 
positive. If the inequalities 6 < u,(r) and k, > u,(r) fail to hold on the inter- 
val r, < r < co, then there exists r r > r,, such that 6 < u*(r) and k, > o.+(r) 
for r,,< r < iand either (i) u,(i)=d or (ii) u*(r]=k,. If (i) holds, then by 
continuity, u,(i) d k,, and the same computation given above shows that 
(d/dr) u,(r) > 0, which is a contradiction. If (ii) holds, then the same com- 
putation given above shows that (d/d) u,(i) < 0, which is impossible. 
Therefore, the inequalities hold on (to, co). 
The proof that k, >u*(r) and 6<v*(r) on (to, CD) is similar. The 
inequalities u*(r)>u,(r) and u*(r)<o,(r) on (r,, zS) follow from 
Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.3. Ler col(u*(r), u*(r)) and col(u,(r), u*(r)) he the solutions of 
(* ) as defined in Letnmu 2.2. Then 
c L [u*(r) - 24,(r)] dr < E and s r [u,(r) - u*(r)] dr < CC. 10 ICI 
Proof: Let k = max{k,, k2). Then, by Lemma 2.2, k 3 u*(r) > u,(r) 3 6 
and k 3 v.+(r) 3 v*(r) 3 6 for all r, r 3 r,. We note that 
(c//rir)ln u*(r)=u(r)-b(r) u*(r)-c.(r)c*(r) and (d/dr)lnu*(r)=d(r)- 
c(r) u*(r)-.f(r) v*(r). We can treat u,(r) and c*(r) in a similar manner. 
Therefore, 
d In u*(r) --=h(r)(u*(r)-u,(r))+c(r)(u*(r)--Jr)), dr u*(r) 
Integrating the first equation, we obtain 
i‘ ’ h(r)(u*(r)- u*(r)) dl 4) 
c(r)(u,(r) - c*(r)) dr. (1) 
382 
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u*(t) k In - d In - u*(t) 
u*(t) 6 
and ln%<ln- 
u*(t)’ 
it follows from (1) that 
bLj’ (u*(r)-u,(r))dr<ln$+c,[’ (u,(t) - u*(t)) dt. 
oi 10 
Therefore, we have 
h j:, (u,(t) - u*(t)) df 
i’cMj;,,(~~;/6:,(t))dt+j:ou,jl))dr’ C  
Similarly, it follows that 
l:, (u,(t) - o*(t)) dt CM 
j;,, (u*(t)- u*(t)) dr’fL-fL j;, (u;p,2f:,(t)) dt’ 
Using (3), we can write (2) in the form 
h ln(k2/s2) 
-%M&(:;;?Jt))dt+~+j-&,(u*(t)-uJt))dt. L’M 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
We note that h,/c, - eM/fL > 0. This follows since 
aL>%dM~~dL>~.~.aM~~.%.aL, 
.fL .fL fL b L fL b, 
Consequently, 1 > (cM/fL)(eM/hL), and we have Y = h,/c, - eM/fL > 0. 
Rewriting (4) as 
i‘ ’ 10 (u*(t) - u*(t)) dt 6 ln(k;‘b’) (5 +,f) L 
for t> t,, we have I:, (u*(t)--*(t)) dt< 00. It follows from (3) that 
J;, (v,(t) - v*(t)) dt < co, and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let col(u*(t), v*(t)) be the solution described in Lemma 2.2. 
Then, u*(t)-uu,(t)-+O, andu,(t)-v*(t)-+Oas t-+cO. 
Proof. If g(t) is a differentiable function satisfying g(t) 3 0, 1 g’(t)/ d M, 
and SS g(t) dt < 03, then g(t) -+ 0 as t -+ co. This follows from the fact that 
lim s ’ 2g’(s) g(s) ds = ,\% k(t)2 -dtd2) 1-32 ,” 
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exists, since j: /2g’(t) g(t)1 dr f 2M jc g(t) dr. The proof of the lemma 
follows from this observation, Lemma 2.3, and the fact that if we let 
~‘(t)=~*(t)-u*(t) and z(t)= u,(t)-u*(t) then w’(t) and z’(r) are boun- 
ded. The boundedness of w’(t) and z’(t) follows from the inequalities 
6<u*(t)<u,(f)<k and 6<u,(t)<u*(t)fk (see Lemma2.2) and the 
system (*). 
As a consequence of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.4 it follows that if 
col(u( t), u(t)) is any solution of (*) satisfying I* 6 u(to) f u*(t,) and 
v*(t,)du(t,<u,(t,), then u*(r)-u(t)+0 and u*(r)-u(r)+0 as ~-+cxI. 
Similarly, u*(t) - u(r) -+ 0 and u*(t) - u(t) -+ 0 as r + CD. 
LEMMA 2.5. !f 0 c 8 < a,lh,, a,/h,) < &, , and u(t) is a solution qf the 
logistic equation 
u’(t)=u(t)[a(t)-b(r)u(t)] (L) 
sati.Sf:l+ng 6 <c u( t,,) < E, , then 6<u(t)<F,for r>/r,,. 
Pvo?f: This follows from arguments similar to those used in proving 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let k, he as before (a,/h, < k,). If u,(r) is a solution of(L) 
\lYth u , ( to) 1 0, then there e.uists a number t*, t* > t,,, such that 
O<u,(r)<k,,fbr all t, tat*. 
Proqf. Since zl, (t,,) > 0 and J?(t) = 0 is also a solution of (L), it follows, 
by uniqueness. that u,(t) > 0 for t 3 t,,. We first show that if u,(t) is any 
other solution of (L) satisfying u,(t,) > 0, then u,(r) - u,(r) + 0 as r + CC. 
Let C,(t)= l/u,(t) and Cl(r)= l/u,(t). Then, ti’,(r)=(b(t)u,(t)-a(r))/u,(r), 
and hence t;‘,(t)=b(t)-a(t)ti,(r). Similarly, z&(r)=b(r)-a(t) Now, 
let :(r)=G,(t)-C,(t). Then, z’(r)= -a(r)z(r) and we have 
z(r)=z(t,)exp(-I;oa(s)ds). But, j;,a(s)ds>aL~:Ods=aL(r-tO), and 
therefore j:, a(s) ds + CC as t + co. This shows that z(t) -+ 0 as t + co, 
which implies that u,(r) - u2(r) + 0 as t --+ co. 
Let b and F, be positive numbers such that S < a,/h, < a,/h, <k, <k, 
Let ii(t) be a solution of (L) satisfying S-C U(rO) <k, Then, SK ii(t) < E, for 
t >, r,, by Lemma 2.5. As shown above, u(t) - U(t) -+ 0 as t + co. Therefore, 
there exists a number t* such that u(t) <k, for all r, t 3 t*. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let k2 be as before (d,/l;) < k2). Jf u,(r) is any solution of 
the logistic equation 
u’(r) = u(t)Cd(t) -f(t) u(t)1 
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with v, ( to) > 0, then there exists a number i, i > t,, such that 0 < v,(t) < k, 
,for t 3 i. 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.6. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let col(u(t), v(t)) be a solution of(*) such that u(t,,) > 0 and 
v( t,,) > 0. Zf col( U( t), V(t)) is a solution of the system 
U’(t) = U(t)[a(t) - b(t) U(t)] 
b”(t) = 4t)Cd(t) -.f(t) v(t)1 (5) 
such thut u(t,) = U(t,,) and v(t,) = V(t,), then u(t) < U(t) and v(t) < V(t)for 
ull t, t > t,,. 
Proof: It is clear from the forms of the corresponding systems of dif- 
ferential equations that u’( t,,) < U’(t,) and u’(t,) < V’(t,). If it were false 
that u(t) < U(t), then there would exist a number t,, t, > t,, such that 
U(t)-u(t)>0 for t,<t<t, and U(t,)-u(t,)=O. This would imply that 
U’(t,)-u’(t,)<O. But U’(t,)-u’(t,)=u(t,)c(t,)v(t,)>O, acontradiction. 
The second assertion of the lemma follows similarly. 
THEOREM I. Let col(u,(t), r,(t)) and col(u,(t), VI(t)) be unls two 
.sohtions of‘ (*) tz,ith u,(t,)>O and c,(t,)>O, k= 1, 2. Then, 
u,(t)-u?(t)+0 und v,(t)-v,(t)-+0 us t-t co. 
Proof: Let col( U,(t), V,(t)) be the solution of (5) satisfying 
U,(t,) = u,(t,,) and Vl(to) = v,(tO). By Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, there exists a 
number T such that 0 < U,(t) <k, and 0 < V,(t) <k, for t 3 T. By 
Lemma 2.8, 0 < u,(t) < k, and 0 < v,(t) <k, for t > T. Similarly, there exists 
a number T* such that 0 < uZ(t) <k, and 0 < u,(t) < k2 for t 3 T*. Let 
r= maxi T, T* ). We recall that a,. - cMk2 > 0 and ~1, - eMk, > 0. Choose 
6, (5 > 0. such that 6 < U,(T), u2( T), c’,(T), u2( T), and such that 
uL - h,6 - cMkl > 0 and d, - eMk, -,f,s > 0. Let col(u*(t), v*(t)) and 
col(u,(t), v,(t)) be the solutions of (*) satisfying col(u*( T), v*(r)) = 
col(k,, 6) and col(u,( T), v*(T)) = col(6, k,). Then, by Lemma 2.4, 
l/*(t) - u,(t) + 0 and r:,(t) - u*(t) -+Oas t-+co. Wenote thatforj=1,2, 
we have u.+(T) < u,(T) < u*(T) and u*(T) < u,(T) < v.+(T). Therefore, by 
Lemma2.1, u,(t)<u,(t)<u*(t) and v*(t)<v,(t)<v,(t) for t>i? Hence 
u,(t)-u>(t)+0 and v,(t)-v7(t)-f0 as t--t~-m. 
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3. EXISTENCE OF BOUNDED SOLUTIONS 
LEMMA 3.1. Let r, and rz he numbers sati:fying the system 
uM = Lr, + cLrZ h 
d,=e,r, +fMrz. 
Then r, > 0 and rz > 0. Further, if col(u(t), v(t)) is any solution qf (*) such 
that O<u(t,)<r, and v(t,)>r?, then O<u(t)<r, and v(t)>r, for all 
t, t 3 t,,. 
Proof As shown in the proof of Lemma 2.3, the assumptions 
aLf, > cMdM and ~l,h, > eMaM imply hLfl > cMeM. Hence, hLfM > cLeM. 
Since uM.fM 3 aJ; > cMdM 3 crdL. we have 
We note that it follows from the forms of the equations in (*) that l!(f) and 
r(t) are bounded, and the domain of the solution col(u(t), ti(t)) is [to. co). 
If r > t,,, 6 > 0 and small, and col(u,)(t), t!,,(t)) is a solution of the system 
241, = II, [ u - hu,, - (T,)] - s 
r’ - r,[tf ~ eu,, -,fk,,] + 6 I) - 
satisfying u,(t,,) = u(t,,) - 6 and v,(t,,) = t:(to) + 6, then col(U,,(t), ales) exists 
on [to. r], and u,,(t) + u(t) and r,,(t) -+ c( t ), as ci + 0, uniformly on the 
interval I,, < t < r. Therefore, the proof will be complete if we can show that 
u,,(t) 6 r, and v,,(t) > r2 for f,, < t 6 r. Now, by continuity, uii(t) < r, and 
r,(r) > r2 for t slightly larger than t,. If these inequalities did not hold, then 
there would exist a number i, t, < i< r, such that u,,(t) < r,, vJt) > rz for 
t,,,< t< i and either (i) u,(i)=r, or (ii) v,)(i)=r?. Suppose that (i) holds. 
Then. ~i,(i)>O. But it is easy to see that 
u:,(i) d r I [u, - h,-r, - cLr2] - 6. 
Since r, and r? were chosen such that aM - h,r, - cLr2 = 0, it follows that 
u:(i) < -(S < 0, a contradiction. The assumption (ii) leads to a similar con- 
tradiction. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let s, und sI he numbers satisfving the s-ystem 
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Then, 0 <s, < rI and s2 3 r2 > 0, where r1 and r2 are the numbers defined in 
Lemma 3.1. Further, if col(u(t), u(t)) is any solution of (*) such that 
u(t,)>,s, andO<v(r,)ds,, then u(t)>,s, andO<u(t)<s,for ali t, tat,,. 
Prooj: We note that 
s = aL .fL - c.MdM bdM - aLeL 
’ h, fL-cMeL’ SZ=h,,fL-c,,eL’ 
The same reasoning used in the proof of Lemma 3.1 shows that s, > 0 and 
.r? > 0. Moreover, 
bMrl+cMr23bLrl+cLr2=aM3aL= M I+cMs2, h s 
Hence, we have 
and, consequently, (hMfM - cMeM)(r, -s,) 3 0. Since h,f, 3 bLfL > cMeM 
(see the proof of Lemma 2.3) it follows that r, -s, 2 0. Similarly, 
s2 - r7 3 0. 
To prove the second part of the lemma, we consider the solutions 
col(u,(r), u,(t)) of the system 
&it) = u,(r)ld(f) - e(f) u,(f) -.f(t) u,(t)1 -a 
satisfying uz( to) = u( t,) + CG u,( to) = u( to) - c(, where a > 0 and small. An 
argument similar to that given in the proof of Lemma 3.1 shows that 
u,(t) > s, and v,(f) < s2 on the domain of col(u,( t), u,J t)). Since u,(t) --f u(t) 
and u,(r) -+ u(t) uniformly on compact subintervals of [to, co), the proof is 
complete. 
THEOREM 2 (existence). There exists a solution col( u,,( f), uO( t)) of (* ) such 
that 
o < aL ft - c’M&i aM fM - CLdL 
bM fL - CMeL 
G u,(t) < 
b, f iv - CLeM ’ 
0-c 
b,u’, - aMeM 
d u,(t) d 
bMdM - aLeL 
bLfM - (‘LeM b, .fi - CMeL 
,for all t, t 3 t,. 
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Proof. Let col(u,(t), vO(t)) be a solution of (*) satisfying the inequalities 
s, 6 ZQ,( to) < r, and r2 < uO( to) 6 s2. The proof of the theorem now follows 
from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 
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